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MultirMode Oscillators Using BBD

     . tt .                         '      .t                        '                    '

Minoru EMuRA*, Kimihiko SIBATA"", Shojiro YoNEDA*** and

                 Tamotsu KAsAI***

(Received.November 15i.1988).

   The oscMatoi using delay element in its feedback path'has been.Well known.

Its fedture is that the oscillating frequency is deterrnined by 'th6 delay time. Al;' a resulti '

several app!ications are possible.

   ln this paper,,the oscillato; using BBD as a,delay elem, ent is described aimirrg the,

exactness, the .coqipactness and the stabmaty. On the basi.s. of this oscillatoF, the mul.ti-

inode oscillator with many oscraatin'g' frequeney, can be eqsily obtained.

          '   Some applications such'as the frequency menib'iy and the,ntin:liiiear down c6n-

verter are also described.

                            1.' introducfion '

    lhe multi-mode oscMators paying attention in its feedbaqk pqth .have been well

known. They are as following;

    [1] the asynchronous multi-mode oscMatori) has some parallel tank circuit ccm-

nected with some switches in feedback path,

    [21 the asynchronous multi-mQde oscMator has the transmission lme type delay

elements instead of the previously parallel tank circuits, '
    [3] the multi-mode oscillator2) with the frequency memory function has some

tank circuits connected in parallel or series and is with the trigger terminal for forced

sinusoidal input by each suitable afriplitude yalues, ''

    [4] an overtone type niulti-inQde oscMatdi..has been.realized by using the crysta13),

where the over-tone means to stanq, sgme integer number's w,4ves on the crystal. Such

integer number's frequency corresponds to the multi-mode oscMating frequency. As a

result, the abihties of all the crystal osemaator hay,e been characterized by their stabMty

and exactness of crystal. i
   The conventional oscillators mentioned aboye have some defects. The asynchro-

nous one is too primitives. The trarrsmission line type one is bulky. The frequency

memory type one is aged and complicat'ed in the structure. The multi-mode oscMator

replaced by crystal is compactness, but is very sensitive with surrounding temperature

and with crystal's cutting. ."
   On the other hand, recently, BBD (bucket brigade device) as a charge coupled IC

device, has been developed. Sipce this is a kuq of a mUlti-stagos delay circuit, all the

organization are controlled by the,gxternaj. glock slgnal･, .
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   Then, in order to obtain more exact and stable multi-mode oscillator, the intro-

duction of BBD is proposed in stead of the crystal Qr the delay elements. In this case,

since the delay time is severely contrelled by the external clock signal source, the oscil-

lating frequency can be adjusted continuously.

   Funhermore, by replacing the single constant clock source to some clock sources

including any variety functions, the non-linear converter and the frequency memory are

possible.

   Most important point for the exact and the stable operations are that the proposed

oscjllator is not used as a single circuit, but can be used as an oscillator in the modern

sampled data system or the digital system. The Teason is that the clock signal has been

severely controned frum external source.

   in this paper, the operational principle, the relation between the oscruating fre-

quency and the clock one and a multi-mode operations are explained first. Next, the

expenmental results are described according td the principle. Last, the applications to

the dbwn converter and to the frequency memory are shown with the tentatively ex-

peimental results.

                        2. 0perationalPrinciple

   An oscMator using general delay element as shown in Fig. 1 is discussed first. The

oscMating conditions in Fig.1 are as fbilowing I and ll .That is

    I Loop gain is unity,

    ll Positive feedbakc loop exists. '

Delay Line

-.----ftl '

Amp. Limiter

Fig. 1 Principle ofOscillator using General Delay Element.
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Fig 2 Change of Input and Output Voltages at Delay Circuit with Time.
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 I is satisfied, because the amplitude limiting circuit using therrnister has the voltage

gain. ll is also enough, because the elecuic circuit has the phase differenceTradian,

and because the phase of voltage of output terminal in the delay element has the lagging

phase diffbrence of T radian with that of input terminal.

   Figure 2 shows the changes of input and output voltages at delay circuit with time

in case of the lower frequency and the higher frequency. The time delay of the delay

circuit, td, is the same in both case, whereas the lagging phase ¢ changes with the dif

ferent period to described in Eq. (1)

¢=2.L.
      to

(1)

   Equation (1)

oscMates.
means also that if ¢ is (l + 2P) rr, e = o, 1, 2. ･--:), this circuit

                       Number of wave
            Freq. 'r o.5 x Phase delay
               f [J---Nz"sii{'-' r:.rx Zl'l lZll.l .

                           L5
             i.sf g'i'l-)t"T 11I ilS-l'-: -i -I.- -1 rTgs;`tf 3n

                           2.5
             2 s' e'"Av-.-'-";."rt/$---eN. m''lti s.

                  Fig. 3 Vector Rotation on DelayCircuit.

   Figure 3 shows the voltage vector rotation on the delay circuit in case of diffbrent

frequencies under the condition that the phase difference ¢ satisfies the oscruating con-

dition. This corresponds to the over tones type oscMation in the crystal. In this figure,

the phase difference ¢ is " only. Of course, this theory can be applied to the case of

3 rr, 5n, ･････., described in following Eq. (2).

¢= (1 + 2I) 7

  P= O, 1, 2, -･-･

(2)

As a result, thq frequency fb of this circuit is described in Eq. (3).

fo =
(1 + 2Il>

2td
(3)

.wbere oscMating frequency .fb is 1/to .

   In the Fig. 1, if the phase difurences of the amplifier's and 1imiting circuit are O,

2T, 3 rr, ･････. and if the phase differences of the delay line circuit ¢ are 2(1+P)r, (P = O,

1, 2, ･･････), this circuit oscruates. As a result, the oscillating condition ¢ is rewritten as

follows,
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¢-2vr fg'- -2 (1 i 211)q.
(4)

and the oscill gting frequency k.

       a+n
   fo =
        td

is detemined as following Eq. (5).

(5)

   Equation (3) means this circuit oscMates when the number of wave on the delay

circuit is multiplied O.5 by the odd integer numbers as shown in Fig. 3, whereas in case

of Eq. (5), the number of wave is multiplied O.5 by the even integer numbers.

   Next, if the delay element is BBD, its delay time changes with the clock signal

frequency n described in following Eq. (6).

    N
td=
   4

(6)

where, N is the number of stage of BBD.

   Substituting Eq. (6) to Eq. (3), the oscMating frequency .tb is

    (1 + 21{)

k= N n (7)

That is, the oscMating freguency fb is proportional to the clock frequency n.

                      3. ExperimentalResults

   Figure 4 is the experimental circuit using BBD (N = 1024 stages). Their experi-

mental results are shown in Fig. 5. In the experiments, the phase difference appeared on

the three-stage operational-amplifiers in 3fi radians. As a result, it can be seen from

Eq.(2) that the oscMation occurs when the phase difference in BBD are vr, 3z, 5rr, ･････.

radians. This corresponds to P = O, 1, 2, ･･････. ln this case, the oscMating frequency .tb

moves with changing the clock frequency .t}, in the left or right direction on the gothic

1ine in Fig. 5.
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                      . 4. Applicatiop

   From the oscillator as shown in Fig. (4) and from the characteristics ofFig. 5,･ the
ap'plications to the frequency memory and to the down converter with sinusoidal out-

put are considered.

4.1. Frequencymemory

   [EEhis is the same idea with the conventional paper 1). However, the advantage in this

method is that the memory frequency is freely able to change with the clock frequency,

Figure 6 shows the Mustration of Eq. (7) as sarne with Fig. 5. If the specified clock

frequency feo is given as shown in Fig. 6, the oscillating,condition written in Eq. (7) is

satisfied. Its oscMating condition is shown at -- mark in Fig. 6. ,

   If the oscillation occurs at point X of the A mark, and if the trigger frequency F

from the external source is applied to the.trigger termi4al as same with the circuit of

Fig. 4, the oscillating frequency shifts to point Y in which frequency is most close to

the frequency F. This phenomenon means the operation of frequency memory as shown

in Fig. 6. The memory frequengy moves with changng the .cl,pck frequency ]2.
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4.2. Non-Linear type Down-Converter with Sinusoida1 Output

   As mentioned in 4.1, the sinusoidal otitput of the proposed multi-mode oscMator

can be obtained by dividing the clock frequency f}. This is abig feature, since the out-

put of the frequency divided in digital technology is rectangular wave.

   Furthermore, by using BBD with the constant delay time ca; constant) as shown in

Fig. 7, the non-linear type down-converter with the sinusoidal output can be realized.

Amp. Limiter BBD BBD

                                         fc fs
             Fig.･7 BlockDiagraniofNon-linearTypeDownConverter.

   If the delay time of BBD controlled by the clock frequency .t} in Fig. 7 is ts, the

following Eq. (8) is obtained,

   N2
4--ag (8)

The total delay time, td + ts, of two BBDs in Fig. 7 is

td+ts=
N,A + Nhn

211fc
(9)

where, Ni and IVd are the numbers of stages of the respective BBDs. As a result, from

Eq. (3) the oscMating frequency of this circuit is given as following Eq. (1O),

k-
(1 + 21Z)fifc

N,A + N2n
(10)

where, ifA is constant, the relation between the oscMating frequency.fb and the clock

frequency .fb is the non-1inear.

   Figure 8 is the simulation results of non-linear type down converter. Figure 8 also

explains well the Eq. (1O) under the conditions,N! =?VLi = 512, the clock frequency.lk;

100 kHz, 200 kHz and 400 kHz.

                            5. Conclusion

   As mentioned above, a newly multi-mode oscillator using BBD was proposed. This

has been improved from the conventional oscMator paying attention in its feedback

path. This means the replacing from the LC tank circuits, transmission 1ine type delay

1ine and a crystal to BBD.
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(a) jl, = 100 kHz. (b) jk = 200 kHz. (c)k = 400 kHz.
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   As a result, the proposed oscillator has some features, the exactness, the compact-

                                     'ness and the stability because BBD is controlled by externally and severely mastered

   Furthermore, by fine controlling the clock 'signal, and by combining BBD with the

different kinds of characteristics, lots of applications are possible. In this paper, two

application of them, the frequency memory and the non-linear type down converter

were described.
.
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